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TEDX (HK) 

CIO 100 (India)

RCSA 
(Australia)

Business Depot 
neXt (Australia)

Swiss Re (HK) 

Four Seasons Hotels CEO 
Conference (America)

Unilever (Indonesia) 

Citibank (China)

AMP Charter CEO Conference (Dubai)

APEC CEO Summit /
APRU Forum (DaNang)

Feature Keynote Speakers

Salesforce 
(New Zealand) 

World Innovation 
Summit (France) 

YPO Global Edge
(Melb) 

http://www.tirian.com/videos/keynote-talks/tedx-hong-kong/
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As an executive level global culture consultant and 
facilitator, Andrew has been engaged by market innovation 
leaders to help create a culture of innovation including: 
• Nestle (sustainable solutions for emerging markets in 

Switzerland)
• Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts (preparing the exec team & 

GMs for the future of the hospitality industry, Canada)
• Disney (creating compelling ideas for marketing, HK), 
• Mercedes Benz (innovative brand positioning, China)
• Estee Lauder (reimagining regional retail models), 
• Salesforce (looking at the future of marketing and the 

customer journey)
• Duke University & UAE Prime Minister’s office (to help Dubai 

and the region develop future leaders in innovation)
along with a number of large finance institutions (eg assisting with 
dealing with changes to regulations).
In his role as a keynote speaker, Andrew has been in high 
demand internationally: including delivering keynotes at:
• Young Presidents’ Organisation (YPO) Global Edge & GLC ROW 

Conference (Aust) (Europe)
• Four Seasons Hotel International CEO Conference (Canada)
• The World Innovation Conference (France), 
• TEDx (HK). 
• HR Summit & HR Smart Workforce (Singapore)
• APEC CEO Summit & APEC University Leaders’ Forum (Vietnam) 
• Jumeirah Hotels CEO GMs Global conference (Dubai)
Andrew has delivered a series of headline keynotes at extended 
international roadshows for Fuji Xerox, Salesforce, and Citibank.

Andrew has a wealth of knowledge & experience 
working internationally, and is both globally minded 
and culturally fluent, resulting in sessions that are 
always relevant and sensitive to both the local 
mindset and diverse audiences. He has co-authored 
over 30 corporate educational resources, simulations 
and programs in total, which are used by Fortune 500 
companies worldwide. Companies such as Visa use 
Tirian programs as an induction program for every 
new manager worldwide. 
Andrew consistently receives the highest rated 
feedback for his sessions due to his creative & 
educationally sound presentations methods.  
Andrew’s significant success comes from the fact that 
he is not only able to talk intelligently and engagingly 
about the important elements of creative thinking 
and innovation, but it is easy to see in everything he 
does. As a result Andrew has been featured in a 
number of international media including BBC and ABC 
TV along with commercial TV, Reuters, Harvard 
Business review, Fast Company and the Wall St 
Journal. 
• Keynote video showreel
• TEDx talk

Andrew Grant is a founder and director of Tirian International Consultancy, and author of 
the breakthrough new book The Innovation Race: How to change a culture to change the 
game along with international bestseller ‘Who Killed Creativity?... And How Can We Get it 
Back?. Andrew is a highly experienced, humorous and engaging presenter and facilitator.

Andrew Grant

http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/videos/keynote-talks/
http://www.tirian.com/videos/keynote-talks/tedx-hong-kong/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/authors/andrew-grant/
http://www.tirian.com/
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Gaia Grant
Gaia Grant- is a  PhD researcher on innovation, the director of Tirian and author 
of the breakthrough new book The Innovation Race: How to change a culture to 
change the game, along with international bestseller ‘Who Killed Creativity?... 
And How Can We Get it Back?

Gaia Grant- is the MD of Tirian, the co-author of the breakthrough new book 
The Innovation Race: How to change a culture to change the game and 
international bestseller Who Killed Creativity?... And How Can We Get it Back?, 
and the author of a number of additional books and resources, including A 
Patch of Paradise and The Rhythm of Life. Gaia 

Grant is a lecturer on sustainable innovation culture in international business 
and a doctoral (PhD) researcher at the University of Sydney Business School,
She also has an MSc in Creative Leadership (State University of New York), along 
with a Grad Dip Change Leadership, BD (hons), and BA Dip Ed. She is conducting 
doctoral research on to creating a culture that supports sustainable innovation 
and is drawing on data she’s collected from more than 1,000 survey responses 
and 70 interviews with innovation leaders. This has also included a one-year 
long intensive organisation immersion to share breakthrough insights on 
innovation leadership and innovation culture. Gaia’s corporate clients have 
included: Google (US), JP Morgan (Asia Pacific), Visa (US), Salesforce (Asia 
Pacific), Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts (Canada), Citibank (Asia Pacific), Baker & 
McKenzie (Asia Pacific), Colgate Palmolive (Innovation Lab America), Deutsche 
Bank (Asia Pacific) & many other MNCs who can all attest to her insightful & 
engaging approach. 

Gaia has presented keynotes at a number of high profile events for up to 3,000 
people at a time, including: Salesforce International Roadshow | World 
President Organization Global conference | Optus / Singtel national event 
|Growth Faculty Conference. Other selected industry keynote and workshop 
presentations have included Ci Creative Innovation Conference (Australia) and 
the Creative Problem-Solving Institute (State University of New York, US). Gaia 
has also presented her research papers at a number of universities 
internationally across the US (such as Xavier and Miami), Asia Pacific (including 
Bhutan, Central Philippines University) and Europe (including delivering at major 
European management theory conferences EGOS & PROS). 

Gaia contributes regularly to a number of major 
magazines and newspapers, and she has also been featured in a 
number of international media including BBC and ABC TV along with 
commercial TV, Reuters, Harvard Business Review, HRM, Fast 
Company and the Wall St Journal. She has co-authored several 
academic papers on innovation and over 30 corporate educational 
resources, simulations and programs, which are used by Fortune 
500 companies worldwide. Gaia’s white paper on “What it means to 
be an ambidextrous innovation leader: Developing greater agility 
for sustainability in a rapidly changing world” is being very well 
received by innovation leaders globally.

Gaia is a recognized thought leader and a highly skilled presenter 
and facilitator who has developed a wide range of strategies and 
tools that can be used to find solutions to the most difficult 
challenges. Along with her corporate client work, Gaia has also 
researched, designed and delivered long-term innovation culture 
solutions for a number of not-for-profit organisations, including 
directing a one-year project working on innovation solutions for an 
Australian government project that supports impoverished farmers 
with improving agriculture techniques in Indonesia, coordinating 
strategies for refugee organisations to overcome challenges 
internationally, and producing a health curriculum for more than 25 
million teachers / students in India.

As a dynamic husband-and-wife team, Gaia can team up with her 
partner and co-author, Andrew Grant, who is also a Director of 
Tirian Consultancy. Andrew is a globally recognised (TEDx) speaker.

w w w . t i r i a n . c o m

http://www.tirian.com/presenters-facilitators/gaia-grant/
http://www.tirian.com/
http://www.tirian.com/presenters-facilitators/gaia-grant/
http://sydney.edu.au/business/staff/gaia.grant
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Andrew and Gaia have been engaged by multiple market
innovation leaders to help create a culture of innovation.
The Grants have authored over 30 corporate educational
resources, simulations and programs that are used by
Fortune 500 companies and are sold under license
worldwide. Andrew is a globally sought after professional
facilitator & keynote speaker (including TEDx).

Co-Presenting

Gaia is a PhD researcher & lecturer at Sydney
University Business School on innovation.
(MSc-in Creative Leadership, Grad Dip in change
leadership, BA Dip Ed, BD (hons) / BEd, Dip Tch)
Andrew & Gaia contribute to & have been featured
in international media including: Harvard Business
Review, BBC, ABC, CCTV TV, Reuters, Huffington
Post, Fast Company and the Wall St Journal.

Experience unique perspectives. https://www.tirian.com/keynote-speakers/
Andrew Grant and Gaia Grant are also available to co-present as personal & 
professional partners to provide unique male and female, business and academic perspectives.
Andrew Grant – lively, dynamic, passionate & engaging
Gaia Grant – perceptive, grounded, researched & knowledgeable

http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/videos/keynote-talks/
https://www.tirian.com/keynote-speakers/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/authors/andrew-grant/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/authors/gaia-grant/
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Keynote highlights

APEC CEO Summit: ‘The Fourth Industrial Revolution’ (Vietnam). The CEO APEC Summit is attended by 
presidents & global business leaders, Andrew was Wiley’s global chosen speaker to 
present at the APRU APEC University Leaders’ Forum.

YPO & WPO Young Presidents / World Presidents Organization Global Edge & Global Leadership 
Conference: (Melb).  GLC (Global Leadership Conference) (Sydney) ROW Opening 
keynote, 100 of the most senior team /participants. Including the outgoing and 
incoming Chairs and regional officers (full day > 2 keynotes and facilitation of the 
merger of YPO and WPO) received a 9.01 /10 the highest rating for a session like this. 
Andrew & Gaia continue to run sessions for YPO chapter groups internationally, 
consistently receiving a 9+/10 YPO rating.

LEADERSHIP Leadership Bootcamp Middle east: 4000 participants. One of only 4 speakers 
including: Stephen Covey, Jonas Ridderstrale and Bob Nelson. Andrew Grant 
received the best feedback of the whole conference (90 mins)  
VIDEO endorsement: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6sBfeMi7yM&feature=player_embedded

SALESFORCE Salesforce Asia Pacific roadshow: 4 cities tour -Andrew & Gaia co presented on 
“Seeing the moments that matter” to assist SalesForce with their key clients to 
introduce their new cloud based marketing. (3000 Pax)

PWC The USA’s biggest PWC national event a Orlando Florida.                                         
Andrew presented an interactive keynote to  the international Forensics team of 
directors on the “Magic Of Creative Thinking And Neuroscience”. 

FOUR SEASONS Four Seasons International Management Conference.                                                          
For the CEO, RPVs and GMs (3 hours) (Toronto) 160 participants. This iconic award 
winning hotel chain engaged husband wife team (Andrew & Gaia Grant) to be the 
only external speakers at this prestigious event. 
(Past speakers to fill this slot have included John Cleese and Jim Collins.)

WORLD INNOVATION CONFERENCE: Europe Opening keynote and full day workshop to leading executives.

COLGATE PALMOLIVE Customer Innovation Center for Latin America (1 of only 2 globally) this group of elite 
staff participated in a workshop to identify a culture that supported innovation, and 
effectively utilized the whole team to bring about creative ideas.

AMP Dubai conference for over 600 Australian managers. Andrew Grant as the main 
keynote, plus delivers a full day workshop to the top 50 high achievers that included 
the AMP: CEO, COO and executive team. (Previous year speakers included: Steve 
Wozniak, Coach (Ken) Carter & Sam Cawthorn)

MERCEDES BENZ/DAIMLER Germany, Asia & China. Andrew Grant & Lloyd Irwin were invited to head office to 
consult with and present to board members, Daimler Corporate Academy, and the top 
L2 leaders. They ran a pilot program that was then chosen & rolled out internationally 
to enable all worldwide leaders to reach the 2020 goals.

UBS International Conference UK Chosen from all UBS divisios worldwide, this keynote 
was presented  to the top 100 UBS international bankers in London to assist with their 
global strategies.

ACCENTURE Asia Keynote to 350 new business leaders and high potentials from Asia Pac. 

FUJI XEROX Premier Partners Global network (Melb / Asia Pac) Keynote talk to over 300 
participants from 14 cultures and simultaneously translated (verbal and PPT) into 5 
different languages. Scored the highest feedback in their 10 year history. (4.6/5)

IBM Asia Conference. 500 participants (90 mins) + Designed programs and then delivered 
for Chinas most precious Business school  for  IBM executives (CKGSB- Cheung Kong 
Graduate School of Business

DYSON Asia Interactive keynote that ensured that Dyson’s, COO, senior leadership & R&D 
teams, remain at the top of their field in innovation and ideation

HR SUMMIT Asia Pacific (Singapore) Opening Keynote speaker (1000 participants)

AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (Eastern Europe) received their first perfect 5/5                                         
feedback score from all participants in rating both the relevance & 
the presentation. 100 strong audience with 100% satisfaction!

SINGTEL / OPTUS: Simultaneously streamed multiple keynotes & workshops presented in  Singapore and 
Sydney by Andrew & Gaia Grant to open their learning fiesta to all employees.

JUMEIRAH HOTELS: CEO GMs Global conference. Keynote talk and workshop on how to stay market 
leaders in the innovation race. (Dubai)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6sBfeMi7yM&feature=player_embedded
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/videos/keynote-talks/
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The client experience

Daimler’s Game Changers
This program was run over 12 months implemented with Daimler (Mercedes 
Benz) internationally to help leaders reach their 2020 Vision. 

Allianz Indonesia (more) 
Worked with the CEO and executive team (and then HR to implement this) to 
design a full suite of sessions to re write and deliver a new 5 year Vision, 
Mission and Values. This was then used by the leaders and rolled out company 
wide 

Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts (more) 
Worked with the GM, HR Director and executive team to reinvigorate the 
Regent hotel in Singapore & multi award winning Bali property. Known for its 
strong international Vision Mission and Values, Tirian used this as a start point 
to contextualize it into the Asian culture and bring it alive to all employees. The 
leaders were then shown how to use the companies VMV to be more effective. 
The Regent results were 100% increase in rankings within 9 months. 

Young Presidents Organization & World Presidents 
Organization merger (more) 
The Inventing the Future suite was customized and then presented at the 
opening day program of the Global Leadership Conference for YPO/WPO to 
assist in the inaugural merger of the 2 organizations. (YPO & WPO is the 
largest association of CEOs in the world.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a5MwRPRP7U
http://www.tirian.com/clients-successes/case-study/four-season-hotels.php
http://www.tirian.com/clients-successes/case-study/ypo-wpo.php
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Client endorsements
“Both the book and the “roadshow” are captivating.”
Nick Walker: Columnist |  SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST Full article 

“A phenomenal session! The feedback was excellent and many of our members gave 
this session a 10 out of 10. Really unique in bringing real depth and understanding to 
innovation. I saw a lot of lights go on today with our CEOs, and this will help our 
CEOs to be more effective in innovating. Excellent job – It was much appreciated!”
Robert E. Fiske, President & CEO, USA | CHIEF EXECUTIVES GUILD

“Exceeded expectations… your program made our team more comfortable working 
with these issues, gave the topic more credibility, and it was actionable.”
Director of Food SBU, Switzerland |  NESTLE Video 

“Totally impressed, a great event. It was both logical & fun, with real take aways.”
Managing Director, Czech Republic  |  3M (YPO)    Video 

“This was the best program I’ve ever seen.”
Regional CEO |  DAIMLER (DFS)    Video: 

“Top marks for helping us ensure that the whole issue of creating a supporting 
culture that enables our key strategic initiatives, becomes successful.”
John Gilbert Global Operations, London UK |  UBS INVESTMENT BANK

“A truly magnificent achievement, particularity since the audience was from a 
multitude of cultures and listened in 5 different languages. This event scored the 
highest feedback in our 10 year history.” (4.6/5)
Asia Pacific Manager,  Premier Partners Global Network |  FUJI XEROX

“You engaged our teams to really think through the value of creativity in business 
and about how to create a space that allows you to access that perspectives.”
Erik Skramstad | Partner / Director | US Advisory Forensic Services | PwC  

"We got the results we were looking for" Joachim Wessling. Country CEO Allianz 

MORE CLIENT EXPERIENCES:
We have been engaged by market innovation leaders to help create a culture of 
innovation including: Google – working at their HQ in the US to introduce future 
solutions thinking; AMP (CEO / exec team level)  – assisting them with dealing 
with changes to finance regulations; Dyson (COO, leaders & R&D) – to ensure 
their culture remains creative; Four Seasons Hotels (CEO & GMs) – preparing 
teams to embrace the potential future of the hospitality industry; Disney –
creating compelling ideas to use for marketing; Estee Lauder – dealing with 
rolling out SAP; Mercedes (regional CEO and team) with new brand positioning, 
Colgate Palmolive – equip their HQ innovation lab (Mexico), Salesforce (looking 
at the future of marketing and the customer journey), Duke University & the 
UAE Prime Minister’s office (to help Dubai and the region develop future 
leaders in innovation). Programs / lectures have also been designed /delivered 
for Sydney University, International Center for Studies in Creativity the State 
University in New York - CKGSB (Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business) 
China, Royal Thimphu College Bhutan, & YPO/WPO Global Edge. 
Financial market leaders have included: UBS, Credit Suisse, Citibank, Barclays, 
Alliance, AMP, NAB, ANZ, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Standard Chartered.
More http://www.tirian.com/clients-successes/client-outcomes-finance/

http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/print/slaying-the-creativity-killers/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/endorsements/endorsements/nestle-2/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/endorsements/endorsements/3m/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/endorsements/endorsements/3m/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a5MwRPRP7U
http://www.tirian.com/clients-successes/client-outcomes-finance/
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TEDx Hong Kong Andrew Grant: Keynote
Harvard Business Review TV- Europe  Andrew Grant Interview

TV Channel 7: The Daily Edition
‘What’s happened to the PM’ s Innovation Agenda?’ Andrew & Gaia Grant 
BRiN TV Creative Thinking - 7 Ways to Unblock Your Creativity
BRiN TV How to Innovate in a Fast Moving World Andrew Grant interview

Salesforce Roadshow – ‘How to nurture an innovative brand culture’ Salesforce's Future of 
Marketing  (independent article).
Sky TV News ‘The Creativity Crisis’. Gaia Grant / Dr Lloyd Irwin
Sky News- Business IQ ‘The Innovation Race’ Gaia Grant

Biz Asia (Reuters) CCTV News- Andrew Grant ‘Creativity in Asia’ with Cathy Yang-
South China Morning Post - Andrew Grant ‘Slaying the ‘creativity-killers’. Review
Asian Wall Street Journal – Andrew & Gaia Grant ‘Wanted a breath of fresh Air’ Interview

Channel 7: The Morning Show, Is taking a day off work is good for you?’ Andrew Grant 
ABC RADIO: "The Innovation Nation" Gaia Grant 
ABC RADIO: "Finding ways to innovate differently" Gaia Grant
MacKay CEO Forum (USA) The Innovation Race paradox (podcast) Gaia Grant 

Sydney University Business School: A leading researcher has warned that innovation is 
“absolutely essential” if countries are to sustain their current level of economic well-being.
Daily Telegraph: Light Bulb Moment Employers are Looking for Innovators. Gaia Grant

In the media

whokilledcreativity.com/media/
the-innovation-race.com/media/
tirian.com/in-the-media/

http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/videos/keynote-talks/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/tv/andrew-grant-harvard-business-review-hbr/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/interview-the-daily-edition/
https://goo.gl/0IShmK
https://goo.gl/gZuTje
http://www.cmo.com.au/article/579823/why-creativity-puts-magic-marketing-leadership/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/tv/sky-tv/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/interview-tv-creating-culture-of-innovation/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/tv/biz-asia-reuters-cctv-news-new-book-and-research-from-who-killed-creativity-and-how-to-get-it-back/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/print/slaying-the-creativity-killers/
http://www.tirian.com/in-the-media/asian-wall-street-journal-andrew-grant-creativity-interview/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/videos/presenteeism-is-taking-a-day-off-work-is-good-for-you/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/abc-radio-the-innovation-nation-how-to-build-a-resilient-culture-that-supports-innovation/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/abc-radio-finding-ways-to-innovate-differently/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/gaia-grant-interview-nancy-mackay/
http://sydney.edu.au/business/news/2016/innovation_absolutely_essential
http://the-innovation-race.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Daily_Telegraph_Light_Bulb_Moment.pdf
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/interview-the-daily-edition/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/tv/biz-asia-reuters-cctv-news-new-book-and-research-from-who-killed-creativity-and-how-to-get-it-back/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/tv/andrew-grant-harvard-business-review-hbr/
http://www.tirian.com/in-the-media/asian-wall-street-journal-andrew-grant-creativity-interview/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/media/
http://the-innovation-race.com/media/
http://www.tirian.com/in-the-media/
http://www.cmo.com.au/article/579823/why-creativity-puts-magic-marketing-leadership/
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Focus Session 1:  The magic of creative thinking - and how to really think outside the box. 
Uses magic illusions as an illustration for how the creative thinking process can be blocked 
psychologically, segueing to challenging people about their mindset and mental models.

Focus Session 2: Who Killed Creativity?... And how can we get it back?
Why ‘design thinking’ doesn't always work. Profiling the potential creative thinking killers, and 
identifying how to counteract these through building creative thinking skills and an innovative 
culture.

Focus Session 3:  The forensic lab and the neuroscience of creative thinking. 
How to re-train the brain to access and harness unique creative thinking skills – including fascinating 
insights from the latest research in neuroscience.

CREATIVITY: Signature keynotes

http://www.tirian.com/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/csi-keynotes/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/csi-keynotes/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/csi-keynotes/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/csi-keynotes/
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CSI MODULE 1: INTERACTIVE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL – ‘Who Killed Creativity?‘
An interactive diagnostic tool for identifying the blocks to creative thinking and innovation in individuals,                
teams, organizations and cultures (Simulation board game).
Takeaways: An understanding of why creativity has difficulty flourishing in a typical work environment                                
PLUS learn the traits of a creative mindset & innovative work environment.  

CSI MODULE 2: THE CREATIVITY PROCESS - The 7 Creative Thinking Strategies for Designing New Innovations  
(Introducing Design Thinking) 
How to rescue creative thinking and problem solving - 7 enabling ‘critical’ , ‘creative’ and ‘design’- thinking strategies for 
creative thinking success. Uses real workplace case studies and focuses on developing practical solutions.
Takeaways: Practical tools for coming up with workable ideas and implementable solutions faster                                         
PLUS one or more business issues solved using the tools.

CSI MODULE 3: TEAM CREATIVITY - Innovative Team Actions  
Identifying individual strengths within a team to ensure a team is able to innovate together to maximize potential 
(Workshop with profiling).                                                                                                   
Takeaways: An efficient high performing team able to maximize individual strengths and collaborate effectively to come 
up with innovative new ideas and solutions                                                                                   
PLUS one or more practical new business applications ready for implementation.

CSI MODULE 4: SYSTEMATIZING INNOVATION – Innovative Organization Applications  
A model for systematizing innovation in the organization (Workshop & real workplace case studies)
Takeaways: A blueprint for organizational innovation that is responsive to customer needs                                               
PLUS one or more innovation models for the organization ready for execution. 

CSI MODULE 5: INNOVATION PROCESS - ‘The Chocolate Factory’ Organization Implementation  
‘The Chocolate Factory’ simulation provides the opportunity to practice creative thinking tools and examine how 
customer centric innovation can be systematized through the organization. (Simulation).                                      
Takeaways: An understanding of innovative process redesign                                                                            
PLUS a recommended solution for an improvement to a practical workplace challenge. 

CREATIVITY: Interactive workshops & business facilitation

YPO / Young Presidents Organisation
Spain - 100 CEOs 100% engaged

NOTE: Most interventions / sessions range between ½ to a full day and can then be designed to integrate into a longer term intervention / package, & also delivered as a keynote talk.

http://www.tirian.com/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/the-creative-scene-investigation/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/the-7-individual-rescue-strategies/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/innovative-team-actions/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/innovative-organizational-applications/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/organization-implementation/
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/program-options/csi-keynotes/
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INNOVATION: Signature keynotes

w w w . t i r i a n . c o m

Keynote 1: The Innovation Race: Who wins, who loses and who gets eliminated?  Why innovation doesn’t always work.
Are you a traveler or a tourist, or just a passive observer, when it comes to the innovation race? Most conference attendees seem to want to hear  current 
market leaders share their predictions, hoping to pick up the latest trends in innovation and stay head of the curve. But at best, this can just be an 
adrenaline hit for a passive audience, and not offer any real actionable solutions to see just how innovation ready we are, and what we need to do about it. 
Our global & historical research from a broad range of cultures, can give a sobering understanding on what it will take to stay in the innovation race. This is  
a ‘futurist keynote’ with a difference, providing real strategies that will allow the much talked about ‘Forth Industrial Revolution’ to be a growth 
opportunity, rather than a disruptive (eliminating) threat. (Presented at the APEC CEO Summit Danang)

Keynote 2: The Monk and the Mobile –An Introduction to The Paradox Theory of Innovation
Companies like Google may appear to be leading in the ‘innovation race’, but do they have all the solutions and can they be simply copied? Our research 
has revealed that most companies today only have half the story right, and that a new perspective and model is needed to overcome the challenges. This 
presentation identifies core sustainable innovation strategies for surviving and thriving in ‘the innovation race’. It reveals that by simply changing 
perspective, new ideas can be better supported through to implementation. Discover how to lead and manage innovation through successfully navigating 
the 4 key innovation paradoxes. Practical strategies and the ‘polar positioning’ tool are introduced to show how to navigate these paradoxical tensions 
successfully. The fast-paced global adventure reveals how different cultures and companies around the world have effectively managed the key Exploration 
/ Preservation innovation paradox, along with the 4 contributing sub-paradoxes.

Keynote 3: The Innovation Game Changers- Sustainable Innovation
How often do we stop to think about why and how we innovate? Are we in danger of innovating for the sake of innovating? This session dives deep below 
the surface of the most innovative cultures, and challenges the typical assumption that innovation is simply about designing bigger, better, and faster 
products and services. It suggests, instead, that innovation should be about creative culture change, and explores how to create a purpose-driven 
innovation culture

Keynote 4:     Are you “Really” Innovation Ready? What is Your Innovator Profile? 
How to identify and develop your individual, your team’s and your organization’s innovation strengths for maximizing innovation at all levels. Includes a 
fascinating validated assessment and interactive ‘speed dating’ and ‘in or out’ exercises to help people explore their unique perspectives and potential.

Keynote 5: What it means to be an ambidextrous innovation leader: Developing greater agility for sustainability in a rapidly changing world
How can leaders deal with the complexities and challenges of constant change? This session prepares leaders for sustainable innovation. The insights from 
Gaia Grant’s latest doctoral research reveal how understanding ‘Paradoxical Innovation Orientations’ (PIOs) at the individual, team and organisation level 
can enable ambidexterity and assist with strategic alignment. Based on her White Paper on the topic, and drawing from thousands of survey responses, 
multiple interviews with heads of innovation and a deep dive immersion into 2 year long organisations– along with her consulting work with organisations 
over 30 years – Gaia shares about how successful leaders can effectively utilise the tensions between ‘fixed’ and ‘future’ mindsets to fuel sustainable 
development and growth. The rare insights combine rigorous academic research with practical business experience to equip leaders to prepare a culture 
for innovation implementation.

https://the-innovation-race.com/keynote/

http://www.tirian.com/
https://www.facebook.com/theinnovationrace/
https://twitter.com/andrewlgrant
https://www.youtube.com/user/tirianinfo/
https://au.linkedin.com/in/andrewgranttirian
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
http://the-innovation-race.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJgLhFa-rtQ
http://the-innovation-race.com/keynote/
https://the-innovation-race.com/keynote/
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INNOVATION: Interactive workshops & facilitation

MODULE 1:     PREPARATION FOR INNOVATION
Developing a united vision and values for building a purpose-driven and sustainable innovation culture.                         
The session covers the importance of developing innovation from multiple perspectives  -
and the key element of authentic empathy and the critical insights this process can provide.                         

Takeaways: Organization vision, mission and values connected to innovation process + empathy maps.

MODULES 2+ HOW TO LEAD A CULTURE OF INNOVATION

Negotiating 4 key innovation culture paradox pairings with polar positioning.

1. LIBERATE: How to unlock a culture for innovation through freedom + guidance

Takeaways: Action statements and strategies for building a foundation for innovation culture 

2. INITIATE: How to initiate the innovation process through diversity + focus

Takeaways: Cultural principles and practices for exploring the generation of the best possible ideas

3. MOTIVATE: How to inspire and engage individuals + teams towards unified solutions

Takeaways: Leadership behavior plans to support innovative engagement

4. TRANSFORM: How to transform a culture for implementing innovation through flexibility + stability

Takeaways: Setting up systems and structures that will support sustainable ongoing innovation 
implementation

Prime Ministers Office Dubai - Future Leaders 
Designed and run in conjunction with Duke CE

NOTE: Most interventions / sessions range between ½ to a full day and can then be designed to integrate into a longer term intervention / package, & also delivered as a keynote talk.

http://www.tirian.com/
http://the-innovation-race.com/keynote/
http://the-innovation-race.com/game/
http://the-innovation-race.com/workshop/part-1/
http://the-innovation-race.com/workshop/part-2/
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Feature publications

Who Killed Creativity?...
And How Can We Get It Back?
7 essential strategies for making yourself, your team & your 
organization more innovative

The Innovation Race: 
How to change a culture to change the game  
4 culture change actions to navigate the key innovation paradoxes –
using the polar positioning technique.

“Read this book before it’s too late”  
Margaret Heffernan, 

Author, BBC TV producer, CEO & entrepreneur

“An engrossing journey that gathers insights from 
the fields of economics, anthropology, ethics and 

psychology.”
Peter Martin, Economics Editor, The Age

“Engaging insightful and very useful.”
Dr. Roger Firestien – Senior Faculty, International 

Center for Studies In Creativity Buffalo State –
State University of New York

“A real eye opener”
Dr. William Wurtz (PhD) –

Two-term past president of the
American Creativity Association. 

Academic Publications:
• Grant, G., Dr Knight, E. and Dr Cuganesan, S. (2017). ‘Between community and corporate: How the top

management teams experience paradoxical demands in strategizing’. Presented at the 34th European Group
for Organizational Studies Colloquium, (Denmark). The 4th International Process Symposium on Process
Organization Studies (Greece)

• Grant, G. (2015). ‘Can we meaningfully compare creativity across cultures?’, in Culpepper, M. & Burnett, C.,
Big questions in creativity (vol 3), ICSC Press, State University of New York, Buffalo.
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Tirian specialises in organization transformation through strategic innovation.

• SOLID FOUNDATION: 20 years of international experience in more than 30 countries
• PROFESSIONAL TEAMS: With specific areas of expertise and vast international experience
• PROVEN CLIENT RESULTS: Working with Fortune 500 clients to build competency & capability
• TARGETED SOLUTIONS: Focusing on organization transformation through innovation
• ENGAGING METHODS: Highly dynamic, humorous and engaging learning experiences

• Tirian services international clients with regional hubs & representative offices. 

• Tirian has offices and teams in Asia Pacific (including Singapore, Indonesia, HK and Australia) which service 
the full region. Tirian also has licensed delivery partners in China, India, the Middle East, Europe and the 
USA. 

About Tirian

w w w . t i r i a n . c o m

https://www.facebook.com/theinnovationrace/
https://twitter.com/andrewlgrant
https://www.youtube.com/user/tirianinfo/
https://au.linkedin.com/in/andrewgranttirian
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
http://the-innovation-race.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJgLhFa-rtQ
http://www.tirian.com/
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What we do best (and don’t do)

What we don’t do sometimes defines a person / company as much as what they do do.

• This is not just another job > this is our full time work, we take presenting as a 
professional calling, it’s all we do. 2 books, multiple degrees & 20 yrs experience.

• We will not just ‘Walk in Walk out’ -> We will take the time to talk prior, (& meet if 
possible), to understand your outcomes, + we’ll come early /stay on, & be part of the 
full session to ensure a seamless audience experience.

• We don’t do entertainment without outcomes – > we are entertaining, but only as a 
means to an end – outcomes. (For this reason we do not accept keynotes in poor time 
slots). 

• We don’t rely on celebrity wows – rags to riches / high achievers “look at me”, > our 
focus is on the material and the audience. Our ‘Inspiration’ and ‘motivation’ is derived 
from careful methodology that creates intrinsic motivation within the audience 
member. (We ensure that the audience wants to learn about the topic)

• We refuse to hype- >  we engage, stimulate, interact & motivate, but not in an 
emotional manipulative way. Intelligent in content, and stimulating in method.

• We won’t bore –OR ignore the cynics – > we present key information in a way that 
people will want to learn it. We do not fall into the trap of thinking that the audience is 
as passionate about the topic as the presenter. We are globally minded and culturally 
fluent, & we work hard to convince the audience that the topic is important for them. > 
we believe that cynics are the most important people in an audience to engage. 
(anyone can engage the converted)

What can we promise that is different?

• Fresh, new to the market* - and yet highly experienced and risk free: 
o Bring 20+ years of international experience with the highest endorsements.  (Proven track record in 

delivery across such diverse audiences that the risk of failure with new audiences is minimized)
o Perfect for an audience that has seen everything before and wants something new (but risk free)

• Unique approach:
o Topics presented in a unique way previously not experienced (we write all our own material and 

make sure its unique)
• Deliverable outcomes

o Relevant, contemporary, engaging sessions that interact with the audience in a way the message 
will be remembered and acted upon back in the workplace. 

o We will not  not insult an audience’s intelligence
o We can draw on experiences from our international work that come with a such diverse 

perspectives- from a war torn El Salvador orphanage, to Fortune 500 companies to CEOs 

Who is our ideal client/industry and what kind of briefs do we like?
• Corporate audience that is wanting outcomes delivered in an intelligent way (not just entertainment, not a dry 

talk and not childish games) 
• Industries – we have crossed all industries (clients include: Banks, Insurance,  Pharma, Hospitality, 

Manufacturing, FMCG, Health, Retail, Luxory.)

Conference settings experience:
• We have worked in the conference industry for 20+ years so we understand the mindset of participants in a 

conference settings. 
• We also try to make sure that our message is integrated into the whole conference so the participant  walks 

away from the conference with a strong message.
• We know what makes a professional conference. We can work with PCOs and others at the conference and 

know the industry well enough to not be high maintenance.  We understand professionalism in terms of audio 
visual set up and small touches that make a difference.

• Although we hope this never happens - we have flexibility at the time of the presentation to adjust and 
customize should the unexpected happen. (time constraints, topic change, mismatched audience)

• We can deliver keynotes, followed by workshops, Q&As Panels, Business Facilitation etc
• We can customize our session to the theme of the conference AND provide if needed multiple sessions on the 

theme
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Why Experience Matters: A professional speaker should have the following experience: 

• Strong communication skills with the ability to fully engage an audience. Broad business operations experience that is both globally minded and culturally fluent. 
> Check out any video presentations – YouTube)

• An authority on their topic (Author of a book published by a recognisable publisher), Educated to Degree level in their topic of expertise, Academic Validation. 
> Check out their qualifications to talk on this topic.

• Able to design participant centric sessions that contain the latest academically research (preferably theirs), made relevant through delivery methods that ensure full engagement with actionable 
takeaways. (These can be further tweaked to meet the conference theme and outcomes.) > Check out their educational understanding to be effective.

• Able to respond in real time, reframing content in response to audience feedback, whether expressed or implied and go 'off piste' in regard to subject matter should the need arise. 
> Have they reached the 10000-hour rule of stage time and experience? 

• The ability to talk with key stakeholders and: Diagnose, Design, Development, Customisation. Understand client business strategies, determine desired outcomes, Link learning to needs and 
desired outcomes, Develop content & delivery methods to reach outcomes. 
> Will they take the time to do meetings, interact with participants, or just offer their generic story, arriving just before and leaving straight after their session? 

DEFINITIONS: What is the difference between a Keynote Speaker and 
other sessions? 

A keynote is like a light- designed to inspire, 
engage, and motivate. Keynotes are designed 
for larger groups with a known pre booked 
speaker / topic. 

Keynote speakers have original material about an area of 
expertise or tell about significant achievements / research they 
have made in a particular field. They can present their material 
in an interesting, motivating, engaging and stimulating way, 
reaching cynics and interested people alike.  For this reason, 
keynote speakers fees are higher. There is no size limit for a 
keynote session, but cost for preparation, materials (books / 
board game / workbooks /extra facilitators) may vary 
depending on the final choice program / numbers.

Executive Business facilitation is like 
a mirror - allowing the group to 
reflect back and strategically plan.

Executive Developmental level programs include: the 
program + specific business facilitation, behaviour 
modification tools, deeper dives, strategic business 
applications, and more academic validation. An 
executive level facilitator can help people maintain 
ownership of the process and outcomes and promote 
dialogue, allowing people become observers of their 
own thinking.

A workshop / simulation is 
more of a window to the 
world - to look outward, to 
see best practices and new 
ideas. For smaller groups we 
suggest looking at our 
workshops sessions. 
Price is based on size 
Experiential learning / team 
building is designed to create 
safe places where people can 
self-discover & explore ideas 
and behaviours, using inductive 
style learning. 
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The full consulting, design & delivery process for a successful session
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Pre booked: Gaia Grant  or Andrew Grant 80 mins Half day Full Day

International (unpackaged) - Full service engagement* $12550 / $15500  $18500 $20850

International Package 1 – Full service engagement*
SE Asia main cities & HK (includes travel costs to major hubs**)

$17500 $18750 $22500   

International Package 2- Full service engagement*
USA (West Coast) / North Asia / India (includes travel costs to major hubs**)

$19900 $22500 $25000

International Package 3 - Full service engagement *
USA other / Middle East / Europe / (includes travel costs to major hubs**)

$23900 $26500 $29500

Domestic & /or consecutive 2nd + days:
Domestic rates apply when there is no travel is required. Check schedules for updates. 
Predominately Sydney based, but sometimes travels from Singapore and USA West coast.

$9950 $12500 $15500 

Non pre booked / Standby  & / or Special Promo rates: (Non corporate, Not for profit, NGOs). 
Take advantage of us being able to yield manage. Reduced fees may be available below published rates for short notice & / or by 
booking the topic only. (not the presenter). (depends on: destination, dates, lead time, topic, context etc)

From $6900 From $9750 $15500 

Andrew Grant & Gaia Grant co-presenting - Full service engagement* $21850

Full Service Engagements* (added value)
 Pre discussions / meetings to fully understand outcomes
 Post follow up discussion and follow up options / recommendations 
 5 copies of ‘Who Killed Creativity?’ or ‘The Innovation Race’

 Adaption, design & customization (up to 4 hours)
 Session integrated into full conference
 Arrive early to ensure a full understanding of the conference and other key topics 
 Be available to meet, socialise, discuss with participants & sign books
 PDF handout summary sheets with take away action planning

Additional Design & Consultation: Diagnose, Development, Customisation. Understand client business strategies, Design full conference theming and integration, Determine desired 
outcomes, Link learning to needs and desired outcomes, Develop content & delivery methods to reach outcomes, Prepare best teams & resources. 
Additional Facilitators, Resources, Assessments, Workbooks, Simulation, Experiential learning kits, Business Facilitation, MC’ing integration etc

On Request

We highly recommend a published book by the authors is purchased for each participant as a take home resource & follow up. $20-24 P/P (plus shipping)

Keynote talks published pricing sheet - packaged pricing
U

nless stated rates are in U
SD for international engagem

ents (exceptions for AU
D / SGD if onsite)

w w w . t i r i a n . c o m
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TIRIAN 
SOLUTIONS

Tirian (PTY LTD) Australia | Tirian (PTE) Singapore |  
Tirian Asia (LTD) Hong Kong | Tirian ABJ (PT) Indonesia.
Partnering Associate Companies: Asia | Middle East | USA | Europe

CONNECT WITH ANDREW & GAIA GRANT
Contact your local agency 

ANDREW GRANT:
TEDx talk: Who Killed Creativity? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJgLhFa-rtQ
LinkedIn: https://au.linkedin.com/in/andrewgranttirian
Twitter: https://twitter.com/andrewlgrant

GAIA GRANT
LinkedIn:  https://au.linkedin.com/in/gaia-grant-12908514
Twitter https://twitter.com/gaiagranttirian
Sydney University School of Business staff  http://sydney.edu.au/business/staff/gaia.grant

CONNECT WITH THE BOOKS

The Innovation Race: How to change a culture to change the game. By Andrew & Gaia Grant
Official Site: http://the-innovation-race.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/theinnovationrace/
Instagram @theinnovationrace
Google Plus: https://plus.google.com/117602091305625387868

Who Killed Creativity? and How Can We Get It Back? By Andrew & Gaia Grant
Official Site: http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WhoKilledCreativity

CONNECT WITH OUR COMPANY TIRIAN

Official Site: http://www.tirian.com/
Google Plus https://plus.google.com/+TirianTeamBuildingLeadershipCreativity

Subscribe to our YouTube channel tirianinfo https://www.youtube.com/user/tirianinfo

https://www.facebook.com/theinnovationrace/
https://twitter.com/andrewlgrant
https://www.youtube.com/user/tirianinfo/
https://au.linkedin.com/in/andrewgranttirian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJgLhFa-rtQ
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
http://the-innovation-race.com/
http://www.tirian.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJgLhFa-rtQ
https://au.linkedin.com/in/andrewgranttirian
https://twitter.com/andrewlgrant
https://au.linkedin.com/in/gaia-grant-12908514
https://twitter.com/gaiagranttirian
http://sydney.edu.au/business/staff/gaia.grant
http://the-innovation-race.com/
https://www.facebook.com/theinnovationrace/
https://plus.google.com/117602091305625387868
http://www.whokilledcreativity.com/
https://www.facebook.com/WhoKilledCreativity
http://www.tirian.com/
https://plus.google.com/+TirianTeamBuildingLeadershipCreativity
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